Instructions for poster presenters at the Bolin Days 2020
During November 25 at 17h30-18h30 there will be a virtual poster session. All posters will be available
through our conference system Agorify where they will be displayed on a subpage together with an
optional prerecorded video and poster caption. There will also be a chat function in which poster
presenters can have live discussions with other participants about the poster. Alasdair Skelton, Bolin
Centre co-Director, will introduce the session on November 25 and explain how it is set up. We
recommend that all poster presenters are available during this time so you can answer questions about
your poster.

Prerecorded PICO presentation
A way to enhance your poster is to do a 2-minute PICO presentation. This is optional, but it is a good
opportunity to market your poster and attract viewers. For this year, all presentations need to be
prerecorded.
What to say during the two minutes is up to you. One tactic is to present the interesting questions of your
research. Another is to lure them by giving the most interesting results without too much background, and
then they will have to look at the poster to learn more.
You can record your presentation at home, with your cellphone or other equipment. The video cannot
exceed 2 min and we recommend that you use the format .MP4.

Poster format
Please present your poster in JPEG format.

Poster caption
You are welcome to also present your poster with a short text, maximum 250 characters with spaces, in a
word document format. This might spark some extra interest for your poster.

Submission
Please upload your poster, video and caption in the BOX which you will receive a personal invitation to
via e-mail. Submission deadline is November 17 at 23h59.

Questions?
Please contact Annika or Eva, annika.granebeck@su.se and eva.gylfe@su.se.

Good luck!

